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RETS 1.x Status Update

Overview
* Been a very busy year
* 1.9 changes are 'In Progress'
* 1.9 Highlights
* Turning a corner...
RETS 1.9 Timeline

* Complete RCP Changes by January 1st 2017
* RETS 1 Workgroup review by March 1st 2017
* Submission to RESO board March 15th 2017

If we finish earlier, we will submit it earlier.
RETS 1.9 Highlights

* Additional support for Data Dictionary and WebAPI transition
* Update Standards References to current versions ==
  Improved support for third party libraries and security standards
* Further corrections to the standard including Update Transaction
RETS 1.x turns a corner...

* First RESO Meeting with no RETS 1.x Workgroup Session
* The group has grown from ~50 people to 300+ people
* Long Term Realities, RETS 1.x is 'over the hill'
That’s All Folks!